
Plain Hunting 

Introduction 

Plain Hunt is the simplest form of method ringing on any number of bells and is the 

basis of most other methods in the repertoire. 

The key differences between ringing a method, such as Plain Hunt, and call changes 

are that an instruction to “Go” is given and you then ring a sequence of changes 

without further instruction.  Changes are made at every stroke such that no 

repetitions occur. 

As with call changes, the instruction to “Go” is given at handstroke and the changes 

start at the following handstroke. 

Plain Hunt 

Plain Hunt can be rung on any number of bells.  We will start by looking at 4 bells, 

but the principle is the same on any number. 

On the left is Plain Hunt on 4 bells written out; you will see it  

comprises 8 changes, all different.  Look at the line drawn through  

bell number 1 (treble).  You will see that it goes successively to  

2nds place, 3rds place and then 4ths place.  It then does another  

blow in 4ths before going back successively to 1st's place again 

where it leads.  Alongside the changes you see h or b indicating  

handstroke or backstroke. 

In terms of construction, you will see that at the first change, the  

pairs of bells in 1/2 and 3/4 swap over.  At the following change 

the bells in 1sts place and 4ths place stay where they are and the  

pair of bells in 2/3 swaps over.  This sequence is then repeated 

until the bells come back into rounds. 

Now look at what the other bells do.  Try writing out the changes yourself and 

drawing a line through each bell.  You will see that all of the bells do the same work 

except that they start in a different place. 

Now try writing out the changes on 6 bells.  You will again have 2 different pairs of 

swaps going on: first the pairs in 1/2, 3/4 and 5/6, followed by the pairs in 2/3 and 4/5 

whilst the bells in 1sts and 6ths stay where they are.  

There is a slight difference when an odd number of bells is involved.  With, for 

example, 5 bells, you cannot swap all bells at once, nor can you have one bell 

leading and one staying in 5ths (lying behind).  Thus we have alternately one bell 

making 5ths whilst the pairs in 1/2 and 3/4 swap followed by one bell leading whilst 

the pairs in 2/3 and 4/5 swap.  Now try writing this out.  You will note now that the 

1234  b 

2143  h 

2413  b 

4231  h 

4321  b 

3412  h 

3142  b 

1324  h 

1234  b 



bell lying behind does so at backstroke then handstroke whereas on an even number 

of bells lying behind happens at handstroke and backstroke. 

How to Ring Plain Hunt 

Look at 2 successive rows on 6 bells ringing rounds as follows: 

123456 

123456 

Take any bell and count how many other bells strike between your chosen bell’s 2 

successive blows.  Not surprisingly it is 5. 

Now look at what happens when we start ringing Plain Hunt.   

123456 

214365 

If you look at bell number 1 and count how many other bells strike between its 2 

successive blows you will see that it is 6.  If, on the other hand you look at bell 

number 2 and make the same count, you will see that only 4 bells strike between its 

successive blows.  What this means in practice is that when moving to higher 

positions (called “hunting out” or “up”), i.e. from 1sts, to 2nds, to 3rds etc. you have 

to ring slowly to allow for the extra bell to strike, and when you are moving to lower 

positions (“hunting in” or “down”) you have to ring faster to fill the gap left by the bell 

that’s gone the other way. 

All this means that you have 3 speeds of ringing:  normal rounds speed when 

leading or lying behind, ringing slowly when hunting out and ringing quickly when 

hunting in.  In order to achieve those speed changes, you need to be able to adjust 

where you catch the sally and where you are on the tail end of the rope (as 

discussed when you were learning to handle a bell). 

Of course, when you start ringing Plain Hunt, you will want to know who you are 

following at any particular blow.  Go back to the Plain Hunt on 4 above.  If you are 

ringing the treble, you will see that your first 2 blows are at lead but the last bell in 

previous change will not be the tenor.  You need to look and try to see who is lying 

behind, but even if you can’t see who it is, you can just keep going at the correct 

rhythm and you won’t be far out.  (If we are ringing on an odd number, for example 5, 

then you will normally have the tenor behind which makes leading easier.)   

After leading you then have to move to 2nds place.  This will be over the bell which 

was following you in the previous change, in this case the 4th.  Then as you move to 

3rds place it will again be over the bell which followed you in the previous change, 

the 3rd.  So you need to try to see who is following you.  You will see that you pass 

every other bell before you repeat any so once you have passed one bell, you can 

forget about it until you have followed all the others.  If you look again at the changes 



above, you will see that whatever bell you’re on, having passed all the bells once, 

you will then pass them all again in the same order.  This order is called the 

“Coursing Order” of which more in a later paper. 

However, more important than which bell you are following is what position you are 

in.  When you start trying to ring Plain Hunt you should, therefore, count your places 

so that, if you’re ringing the 2nds you would count to yourself “lead, lead, 2nds, 3rds, 

4ths, 4ths, 3rds, 2nds. 

This may all seem very confusing but it’s not really all that difficult.  Start by standing 

behind someone who is Plain Hunting (often the treble to some other method) and 

watch what is happening whilst counting the position the bell is in.  If you are 

standing behind someone hunting the treble to a method such as Plain Bob or 

Grandsire, you may find that the bells come to you in a different order from what you 

expect!  Look out for this and try to spot which bell is being followed. 


